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How many snowplows
does Castle Rock have?
The Town has 13 plow trucks, 10 4x4
trucks with front plows, three front-end
loaders, a snow blower and a motor grader.
All of these vehicles work together depending on the
significance of the storm.
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How do you plan for plow operations before a storm?
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What if I notice sidewalks that have not been cleared?
Why don’t the plow drivers specifically
clear to the north side of the street?

Snow removal complaints for residences and businesses can be submitted to the
Town’s Zoning Division by emailing Zoning@CRgov.com or
calling 720-733-3557.

For safety and efficiency, plow drivers cannot change plow directions based on the street. Especially
when snow is actively falling, it is not possible for them to choose a specific side of a narrow, residential
street. Town priority is to plow residential roads from the center outward, providing one passable lane,
placing the snow along the side. This prevents favoring one side over another and is time efficient.

what kind of deicer does the Town use?

How does the Town
prioritize plowing?

The Town only uses one type of salt treatment on the roads: ice slicer. This material is
effective down to zero degrees, whereas most salt mixtures stop working at 15 degrees.
When temperatures are expected to remain lower than zero degrees, the Town will use a
gravel mix to maintain traction.Treating roads before a storm helps prevent icing,
especially on elevated roadways and bridge decks.

The Town decides where to begin plowing
based on an established method of street classifications
and priorities. Streets are classified as either primary or
residential streets, based on function, traffic volume and
importance to the community. Primary streets are then split
into first and second priority, and residential streets are split into
third and fourth priorities.
A map of all primary and residential roads, color-coded
by priority, can be found online at CRgov.com/Snow.

Priority No. 1 High-volume, primary streets that connect
major sections of Town. Think Plum Creek Parkway, Wolfensberger
Road or Mikelson Boulevard, for example.
Priority No. 2

Smaller, primary streets and roads that
provide access to schools.

Priority No. 3

Residential streets.

Priority No. 4

Cul-de-sacs and alleyways of residential streets.
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Who can I reach out to if I need help removing snow?
Senior citizens and persons with disabilities who are unable to clear snow from their sidewalks may receive assistance from the following organizations:

Aging Resources of Douglas County: A free assistance and referral program for qualified seniors needing help with light maintenance
and chores – donations are accepted. To learn more, call 303-814-4300 or email ardc@douglas.co.us.
To the Rescue: A program that provides a range of services offered to all community members, with specialized services for seniors and
persons with disabilities. To learn more, call 720-851-2100 or email info@totherescue.net.

What are residents
responsible for clearing?
Town Code requires all business and residential property
owners and/or tenants to remove snow and ice from sidewalks
within 48 hours of each snow event, with 2 inches or more of
accumulation. If you live on a corner, snow removal is required
on both sidewalks – in the front and on the side of your
property. Residents should also keep curbs and gutters free of
ice, to allow drainage and prevent buildup.

Are some areas plowed more than once?
Plow drivers will take a second pass on roads after first
priorities have been addressed. While snow is falling, plow
drivers are actively maintaining access to primary roads,
which can mean multiple passes as snow accumulates.
New technology allows plow drivers to view a real-time
map of roads that have been plowed on
a tablet. This technology increases
efficiency and helps with the overall
goal to return roads to normal
why didn’t
operations as quickly
the
ice-breaking
as possible.

machine come to
my neighborhood?

The Town has invested in two ice-breaking
attachments to address major ice buildup issues.
Residents can request ice breaking in a specific area, but
Public Works evaluates icy areas of Town and prioritizes
treatment in the same manner as plowing, based on the
severity of the ice buildup and the traffic volume in the area.
With the amount of sunny days in Colorado, some icy areas will
be left to melt on their own.

What does the Town do with snow Downtown?

When can I expect
snowplows in my neighborhood?
Residential streets are plowed after primary roadways, and
when snow accumulation reaches a specified amount. From March 15
to Nov. 15, snow accumulation on residential streets must total 8 inches
before being cleared by plows, due to warmer temperatures. From
Nov. 15 to March 15, snow accumulation on residential streets
must reach 4 inches before being cleared by plows.
To follow the paths as plows clear the streets,
visit CRgov.com/PlowTracker.

Why is only
one lane cleared
on residential streets?
When clearing narrow, residential streets, plow drivers
will make a single pass to ensure one lane for emergency
access. Parked cars, trash cans and other obstacles tend to line
residential roadways. Curb-to-curb plowing is time consuming
and would take valuable resources away from primary roads.
After one lane is cleared, residents should make an effort to get
to and drive on that path.

why do plow drivers dump snow on my
freshly-cleared driveway or sidewalk?
Snow is never intentionally dumped onto cleared driveways
and sidewalks; however, it will happen as plows move quickly.
To help with this issue, pile snow onto the grass rather than
the street, and continue to clear driveways as plows visit your
neighborhood. Snow that is piled on the street will likely be
pushed back into your driveway by a plow.

Downtown has its own plow route. Plow drivers will clear a lane in each direction, with snow pushed to the middle. If a significant storm
occurs, trucks and a snow blower will haul away snow. More often, plow drivers will slush out the snow, moving it back and forth across the
road to help it melt. It is recommended that businesses choose one parking stall on each block to pile snow into, so the rest remain
available for use. From Dec. 1 through March 31, there will be no parking on portions of Third and Fourth streets from midnight and
7 a.m. Signs have been placed marking these areas so plows can clear snow in hard-to-clear sections.
Throughout snow season, follow the Town on social media for
Snow-tifications and plowing updates. Residents can also visit
CRgov.com/Snow for more information on snow operations.

More questions?
Reach out to Public Works at Roads@CRgov.com
or at 720-733-2462.

